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Здравствуйте!



Assignment #1 
Creative Blog Project 

Don't be shy!

Assignment #2 
Craft in America 

Assignment #3  
Victory Day

Questions?



Assignment #4  
Art, Ethics & 

Journalism
Story time! You will 

read your story,  
and we will discuss 

challenges and 
successes!



Questions  
from doing this 

assignment.

What did you find most 
difficult? 

Language? 
Remembering what you 
would be writing about? 

Sometimes you have only a 
short time to capture notes 

about a subject.
(Same as 
before.)



?
Was it easy (or not) to 

connect to the subject of the 
assignment? 

How well do you think you 
accomplished this? 



Were you successful in 
connecting to the audience? 

Remember, your audience is 
a foreign one, and doesn't 

know about Victory Day in 
Russia. 

?



Responsibility, Ethics, Art and Media 
A continuing conversation



"The moment when one thing turns  
into another is the most beautiful moment. 
A combination of sounds turn into music.  

And that applies to everything." 

- Vik Muniz, Waste Land



Transformative power 
of art as a process. 

Key facts: 

Vik Muniz, artist lives in Brooklyn, 
native of Brazil 

Jardim Gramacho, world's largest 
garbage dump outside Rio de Janeiro 

Catadores, self-designated pickers 
of recyclables 

Lucy Walker, director

(Running time - 98 min.)



A reading to help you 
remember the film...



Assignment #5 (Final) - Finding Your Voice
Bringing it all together in a larger work. 

Build on your blog subject and your prior writings.



Details to think 
about for this 
assignment.

Use the subject research 
from your blog. 

If appropriate, you may also  
use your other assignments 

as content.



Assignment details (continued)

Create: Your choice of media for  
production of final piece. 

- online article with words and photos 

- magazine layout, words and photos 

- audio (as if for radio) report with a photo essay 
that might appear on your blog. 

-  video diary, audio, video, still photos 

- an artistic work with accompanying  
artist's statement/description



Assignment details (continued)

Create: Your choice of media for  
production of final piece. 

Or... 

You can propose your own idea! 

Whatever you choose to do, 
don't forget the journalism basics  

and your lead and closing statements.  

Length? As long as needed to do it well.  
It is up to you!



Assignment details (continued)

Due date: Tuesday, 15 May 2012 
Class presentations - about 10-15 min. each 

plus Q&A as time permits. 

Online and digital material projected. 
Print-based material can also be projected, 

but a printout should be made.



Details...

Around 500 words +/- 

Remember structure. 

Remember  
5 W's and How!



Structure...

1) First Sentences: 
Balance is very 

important! 

Capture our attention. 
Set a mood, a feeling for 

the rest of the article.  

But... don't  
"bury the lead".  

It's important to tell us 
early on what the story is 

really about.



Structure...

2) Expanded description: 

In the rest of introduction 
paragraph, and the next one, 

be sure to address some of  
the basic 5 Ws and 1 H.



Structure...

3) 2-3 more paragraphs: 

Describe the why and how 
while connecting artist, their 

work, and community, 
culture, events, etc.



Structure...

4) Wrapping it up in the 
last paragraph: 

This is not so much a 
summary, as it is a means to 
leave a lasting impression.



Don't forget our journalism 
writing basics: 

Five "W's" 
and "H"! 

A quick review...



Who?
Who are the 

main characters 
involved?



What?

What are they doing? 

What is it (the art, story, 
sub-story) all about? 

What is relevant about their 
work for the audience you 

may write for?



Where?

Where is all of this 
going on? 

Where did it come 
from? 

Where will it go from 
here?



Why?

Why is this work being 
done? 

For whom? 

Was it inspiration? 

A personal experience?



How?
How is it being done? 

Collaboration? 

Study of particular subject?



Assignment  
Questions?

On any of your 
assignments?



See you at our last class - Tuesday, 15 May 2012! 
Спасибо 

до свидания! 




